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ABSTRACT 
This paper is a study of normed linear relations with emphasis on results and 
properties that do not necessarily hold, or have no counterparts, for arbitrary normed 
convex processes. Sufficient conditions are given under which the norm of a linear 
relation M is equal to the norm of some operator part (i.e., a single-valued linear 
selection) of M. Generalizations of the closed-graph theorem and the open-mapping 
principle for linear relations are established in terms of linear selections. The norm of 
the adjoint subspace of a closed linear relation M is shown to be equal to the norm of 
M without any restrictions on the domain of M. The rich structure of normed linear 
relations is uncovered via four fundamental concepts and tools: algebraic, topological, 
and proximinal operator parts, and the adjoint subspace of a linear relation. Notions of 
algebraic, topological, and orthogonal domain decomposability of linear relations in 
Banach spaces are studied, and the relationships between these notions of domain 
decomposability and the corresponding notions of operator parts are determined. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, V and W denote real or 
complex vector spaces; X, Y, and Z denote Banach spaces; H,, H,, and H 
denote Hilbert spaces. All norms are denoted by I( - I(. 
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A vector subspace M of V x W is called a linear relation. We identify M 
with the “graph” of a m&valued linear mapping M( *), whose domain is 
Dom M := {r~V:(x, y)EMforsome YEW}, 
and whose value at x is the set M(x) := { y : (r, y) E M). Clearly M is (the 
graph of) a single-valued linear operator if and only if M(0) = (0). The 
nullspace, range, and inverse of M are as follows: 
Null M := (~EV:(~C,O)EM), 
RangeM := {y~W:(x, y)EMforsome XEV}, 
M-’ := ((y,r):(x,~)EM). 
Thus (M-l)-' = M, Dom Me'= Range M, and Null M-' = M(0). The sub- 
space M, := (0) x M(0) of M . IS called the infinite part or the purely 
multivalued part of M. The algebraic sum M, + M, of two subspaces M, and 
M2 of V x W is the subspace { ur + u2 : u1 EM,, u2 E M2}, and this sum is 
direct if M, fl M, = ((0, 0)). In the latter case we say that M is the direct 
algebraic sum of M, and M,, and M, is an algebraic complement of M, in M. 
If M and S are subspaces of V x W and U x V, respectively, then the 
composition M" S is a subspace of U x W defined by 
M"S= ((x,z):(x,y)~Sand(y,z)~Mforsome yeV}. 
For notational convenience, M o S will be denoted simply by MS. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let M be a subspace of V x W. Then we say that R is 
an algebraic operator part or an algebraic selection of M if R is the graph of a 
single-valued linear operator such that A C M and Dom R = Dom M. Equiv- 
alently, R = Null P for some algebraic projector (i.e., a linear indempotent) P 
of M onto M,. 
It follows immediately from Definition 1.1 that every algebraic comple- 
ment R to M, in M is an algebraic operator part of M; thus M = n/r, 4 R. 
Conversely, every algebraic selection R of M induces an algebraic direct-sum 
decomposition of this form. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let X and Y be normed linear spaces, and let M be a 
vector subspace of X x Y. Then we say that R is a topological selection or a 
topological operator part of M if R = Null P for some continuous projector P 
of M onto M,. 
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Clearly a topological selection is an algebraic selection, but the converse is 
not always true. For a comprehensive theory of algebraic and topological 
selections, see [17]. 
The topological operator part R of M which we will use in this paper is 
generated by a projector P of the form P = (0, I’), where P is a continuous 
projector of Range M onto M(0). Thus R in this case has the form R = 
((2, y)eM: P(y) = 0). In th e special case when ]I Z - PI] = 1, the above R 
is called a proximinal operator part or a proximinal selection of M, since it has 
a “best approximation” property. The notions of a topological operator part 
and a proximinal operator part play a crucial role in the analysis of linear 
relations in Banach spaces. Unlike an algebraic operator part, topological or 
proximinal operator parts do not always exist. 
For a normed space 2 with its dual Z*, the natural pairing of Z x Z* is 
denoted by ( * ; ). Thus (x, x*) = x*(x) for all x E Z and x* E Z*. 
DEFINITION 1.3. The adjoint (or adjoint subspace) M* of a linear relation 
M of XX Y is defined by M* = {(y*,x*)~Y* X X*:(x*, - y*)~Ml}, 
where M L is the annihilator of M in X x Y. 
We can identify M * as a multivalued linear operator from Dom M * to the 
set of all subsets of X* as follows: y* E Dom M * if and only if y* E Y * and 
there exists x* E X* such that ( y, y*) = (x, x*) for all x E Dom M, y EM(X). 
Moreover, M*(y*) := {x*~X*:(y, y*) = (x, x*) for all xEDom M, YE 
M(x)} . It is not difficult to show that M * is a w*-closed subspace of Y * x X *. 
The theory of linear relations in functional analysis was initiated by von 
Neumann [31, 321. (In [32, p. 491 a multivalued mapping is called linear if its 
graph is a linear manifold.) The operational calculus of linear relations was 
developed in a seminal paper by Arens [l]. The term “operator part” was 
coined by Coddington [6], and was implicitly used by Arens [l]. 
Linear relations arise frequently in the analysis of single-valued linear 
operators (e.g., the inverse relation of a linear operator with a nontrivial 
nullspace, the adjoint of a linear operator with nondense domain in a Banach 
space, the closure of a linear operator, etc.). The theory of linear relations or 
multivalued linear operators and their associated adjoint subspaces plays a 
major role in extension theory and general boundary-value problems for linear 
and differential operators (see, e.g., [6, 4, 9-11, 15]), in problems with 
nondense domains and linear inclusions, and in the analysis of linear and 
nonlinear problems and control theory that involve a multivalued linear 
operator (see, e.g., [3, 13, 14, 16, 18, and 201). 
Multivalued linear mappings form a subclass of convex processes as intro- 
duced by Rockafellar [27, 281. A conuex process from V into W is a set-valued 
mapping whose graph is a convex cone in V x W containing the origin. 
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Motivated by problems of convex analysis and mathematical programming, 
Robinson [25] investigated convex processes T with a finite norm on Banach 
spaces, where the norm I] T 11 is defined by I] T II = sup{inf{ 1) y ]I : y E TX} : 11 x II 
Q 1, x E Dom T}. He showed that several well-known results about continu- 
ous linear operators on a Banach space can be generalized to convex pro- 
cesses; in particular, the open-mapping theorem and the closed-graph theorem 
can be extended to convex processes. Robinson 1261 and Ursescu [30] have 
independently characterized those set-valued mappings with closed convex 
graphs for which the closed-graph theorem for continuous linear operators can 
be extended. However, they gave no characterization of a closed convex 
process in terms of properties of its norm. In particular, for a given convex 
process T from X into Y, if Dom T = X and if T is closed, then T has a finite 
norm. The converse is false. We prove a converse for a linear relation M 
when M(0) is closed. Linear relations differ markedly from convex processes 
in many other respects; some of these differences are highlighted in Section 6. 
This paper is a study of normed linear relations in Banach spaces with 
emphasis on results and properties that do not necessarily hold for normed 
convex processes. We exploit the rich structure of normed linear relations via 
four fundamental notions and tools: algebraic operator parts, topological opera- 
tor parts, proximinal operator parts, and the adjoint of a linear relation. In 
Section 2 we define and characterize notions of algebraic, topological, and 
orthogonal domain decomposability of linear relations in Banach spaces. We 
also explore the relationships between those notions of domain decomposabil- 
ity and the three notions of operator parts mentioned above. These relation- 
ships will play a pivotal role in this paper. 
In Section 3 we investigate the relations between the norm of a linear 
relation and the norms of its algebraic operator parts. In particular, we give 
sufficient conditions under which the i&mum of the norms of operator parts 
is attained. In general, for a given linear relation M with finite norm, there 
may not exist any operator part R such that I] M 11 = II RII. We provide 
conditions under which this equality holds for some operator parts. In Section 
4 we prove generalizations of the closed-grpah theorem and the open-mapping 
principle for linear relations. These generalizations are in terms of topological 
and proximinal operator parts and their norms. In Section 5 we prove that the 
norm of any closed linear relation M in a Banach space is equal to the norm of 
its adjoint relation M*, without any assumption on the domain of M. 
2. ALGEBRAIC, TOPOLOGICAL, AND ORTHOGONAL DOMAIN DE- 
COMPOSABILITY OF LINEAR RELATIONS IN BANACH SPACES 
In this section we introduce and study several notions of domain decom- 
posability of linear relations in Banach spaces. These notions will play a crucial 
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role in the analysis of various single-valued linear selections of linear relations. 
In particular, they will be used for the existence and construction of topologi- 
cal operator parts and proximinal (or extremal) operator parts of linear rela- 
tions. The relationships between the norm of a linear relation and the norms of 
its operator parts also hinge upon these notions of domain decomposability. 
These relationships will be used in the formulation and proofs of a closed-graph 
theorem and a generalized open-mapping principle for linear relations. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let M c V x W be a linear relation. Let P be an 
algebraic projector on W. Then M-’ is said to be algebraically domain-decom- 
posable with respect to P if and only if (i) M(0) C Range P and (ii) PxEM(O) 
for all x E Dom M-‘. 
The proof of the following proposition is easy: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M be a linear relation in V x W, and P be an 
algebraic projector on W. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) M- ’ is algebraically domain-decomposable with respect to P. 
(ii) P(Dom M-‘) = Null M-‘. 
(iii) Null M-l C Range P and Dom M- ’ = Null M- ’ + (Dom M- ’ fI 
Null P). 
Let Gr L denote the graph of a single-valued linear operator L : W + W. 
Then Gr L is a subspace of W x W, and (Gr L) M is the composition of the 
linear relation Gr L with M C V x W as defined in Section 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let M C V x W be a linear relation, and P an algebraic 
projector on W. D&e a linear relation R C V x W by R := [Gr( I - P)] M, 
where 1 is the identity operator on W. Then R is an algebraic operator part of M 
if and only if M-l is algebraically domain-decomposable with respect to P. 
Proof. =: Assume that M- ’ is algebraically domain-decomposable with 
respect to P. We first show that R is the graph of a single-valued operator. 
Let (0, y) E R. Then there exists z E Null M-’ such that y = (I - P)z. Since 
P(Dom M-‘) = Null M-‘, it follows that y E and Range P. Rut YE Null P. 
Thus y = 0. This shows that R is single-valued. Now we show that R C M. 
Take any (x, y) E R. Then there exists z such that y = (I - P) z and (z, x) E 
M-I. NOW (x, z) E M and (x. y) = (x, z) + (0, - Pz). Since ZE Dom M-’ 
and P(Dom M-‘) = Null M-‘, it follows that Pz E Null M-’ = M(0). Thus 
(0, - Pz) EM. This proves that R c M. Next we show that M is the algebraic 
direct sum of R and M,. Take any (x, y) EM. Then ( y, x) E M-i, and since 
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M- ’ is algebraically domain-decomposable, we can write y = y1 + ys, where 
y1 E Null M-’ and yz E Dom M-’ n Null P. Then (x, y) = (0, yl) + (x, ya). 
Clearly (0, yl) E (0) x M(0). W e will show that (x, yz) E R. Since (0, yl) and 
(x, y) E M, (2, yz) E M. But yz = (I - P)ys; hence (r, ya) = 
(x, (I - P) ya) E R. Therefore M is the algebraic sum of M, and R. Suppose 
(r, y) is an element of R fl M,. Then x = 0 and y E M(0). Thus (0, y) E R. 
But R is the graph of an operator; hence y = 0. This proves that R is an 
algebraic operator part of M. 
* : Assume that R is an algebraic operator part of M. Then R(0) = (0) 
and M = R i M,. Let ye Dom M-l. Then (x, y) E M for some x. Thus 
(r, y) = (r, B(r) + z)f or some z E M(0). That is, y = R(x) + z. Since R(x) E 
Null P fl Range M, we have y E M(0) -i-(Dom M-’ n Nul P), and so 
Dom M- ’ c M(0) -k (Dom M- ’ fl Null P). Clearly “ > ” holds, and hence 
the equality. Therefore by Proposition 2.1, Mm1 is domain-decomposable with 
respect to P. n 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the above theo- 
rem. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let P be an algebraic projector of W onto M(0). Then 
R := [Gr( I - P)] M is an algebraic operator part of M. 
REMARK. Theorem 2.2 does not always provide all possible constructions 
of algebraic selections of M. There exist algebraic selections of M which are 
not of the form given in Theorem 2.2. For this issue see Theorem 2.4 in [17] 
and Example 2.1 in [17]. However, if M -’ is single-valued, then Theorem 2.2 
provides all possible algebraic selections of M (see [17]). 
Now let V be a vector space and Y be a topological vector space. Let 
M C V x Y be a linear relation. We seek (the graph of) an operator R 
contained in M such that the algebraic direct-sum decomposition M = M, i R 
is also a topological decomposition, i.e., the associated projectors are continu- 
ous. For this purpose, it is not sufficient that the closure of M(0) has a 
topological complement, as the following example shows. Rather we need a 
topological “decomposability condition” on the domain of M-’ as given in 
Definition 2.2 below. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let T be a discontinuous (unbounded) linear functional on 
a Banach space X; thus Null T is dense in X (and so Null T is not closed). 
Define a linear relation M C W X X by M := ((r, x) : Tx = r, x E X, TE l2}. 
Then R is an algebraic operator part of M if and only if for some 1ca E X with 
T( ra) = 1, R(t) = tx, for all t E W. Clearly for such R we have RT( x,,) = x0 
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and RT = 0 on a dense subset of X. Thus RT is a discontinuous algebraic 
projector. It then follows that there is no topological operator part of M. Note 
that M(0) = Null T is dense and so the closure of M(0) is (trivially) topologi- 
tally complemented in this case. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let V be a vector space and Y a topological vector 
space. Let M C V x Y be a linear relation. Then M-’ is said to be topologi- 
tally domain-decomposable with respect to a continuous projector P on Y if 
P(Dom M-‘) = Null M-‘. If, in addition, Dom M-’ f3 Null P is dense in 
Null P, then M-’ is said to be densely domain-decomposable with respect to 
P. 
Since Null P is closed, the last condition is equivalent to 
Null P = (Dom M-l)’ fl Null P, 
where the superscript c denotes closure. Clearly, if M-’ is topologically 
domain-decomposable, then M-’ is algebraically domain-decomposable, but 
not conversely. Example 2.1 shows that the existence of a topological comple- 
ment to [ M(0)IC is not sufficient to guarantee that M-’ is topologically 
domain-decomposable. 
The notion of a topological domain decomposability for linear operators 
was introduced in [21] to develop the theory of topological generalized 
inverses. In [23] the condition of denseness of Dom M- ’ fl Null P in Null P 
was incorporated into the definition of a topological domain decomposability. 
For convenience, we considnred these two notions separately in Definition 
2.2. Thus our notion of topological domain decomposability is the same as that 
in [2I], whereas the notion of dense domain decomposability corresponds to 
what is simply called in [23] topological domain decomposability. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let X be a Banach space, and let M C X x W be a linear 
relation. 
(i) If Dom M is dense and Null M is topologically complemented in X, 
then M is densely domain-decomposable. For, let P be the associated contin- 
uous projector of X onto Null M. Then X = Null M -k Null P. Thus 
P(Dom M) = Null M, and Null P = (Dom M)C fl Null P. 
(ii) If X is a Hilbert space, (Dom M)C = X, and Null M is closed, then M 
is densely domain-decomposable. 
(iii) If Null M is finite-dimensional, then M is topologically domain-de- 
composable. 
(iv) If Null M is closed and is topologically complemented in X, then M is 
topologically domain-decomposable. 
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In several papers in the literature (see [8] and references in [23]) a linear 
operator T on a Hilbert space X is said to have a decomposable domain if 
DomT= NullT-k[DomTtl (N~RT)*]. (2.1) 
Clearly, if T is domain-decomposable in this sense, then T is topologically 
domain-decomposable in the sense of Definition 2.2 with respect to the 
orthogonal projector P of X onto (Null T)C. Moreover, if Dom T is dense in 
X, then (2.1) implies that T is densely domain-decomposable. However, our 
definition is more general: even in Hilbert space it is not restricted to 
orthogonal projectors. A linear relation M may be topologically domain-de- 
composable with respect to one projector but not with respect to another 
whose range contains Null M. In particular, it can occur that M is not 
domain-decomposable with respect to the orthogonal projector in a Hilbert 
space, but is domain-decomposable with respect to a nonorthogonal projector 
(see pp. 34-35 in [23]). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let M C V X Y be a linear relation, where V is a vector 
space and Y is a topological vector space. Assume that M- ’ is topologically 
domain-decomposable with respect to a continuous projector P on Y. Then 
(Dom M-l)’ = (Null M-l)’ 4 [ (Dom M-l)C II Null P] . (2.2) 
In particular, if M-l is densely domain-decomposable with respect to P, then 
Dom M-’ is dense in Y if and only if Range P = (Null M-‘)C. 
(Here, and throughout this paper, Lc denotes the closure of L.) 
Proof. Assume that M-‘is topologically domain-decomposable with re- 
spect to P. Since M- ’ is also algebraically domain-decomposable with respect 
P, by Proposition 2.1 we have M(0) C Range P and 
Dom M-’ = Null M-l i (Dom M-’ fl Null P). (2.3) 
Let XE (Dom M-l)C. Then using (2.3), we can find a sequence {a,} in 
Null M- ’ and a sequence {b,} in Dom M- ’ fl Null P such that a, + b, + x 
as n -+ 00. Then P(a, + b,) = a,, and (I - P)(a” + b,) = b,. Since P is 
continuous, a, -+ P(x) and b, + (I - P)(x) as n + 03, with P(x) E (Null M-l)C 
and (I - P)(x)E(D om M-l)C tl Null P. It follows from r = P(x) + (I - 
P)(x) that r E (Null M-l)’ 4 (Dom M-l)c fl Null P. This proves that 
(Dom M-‘)C c (Null M-l)’ /(Dam M-l)’ fl Null P. 
It is clear that “ > ” holds in (2.2). This proves (2.2) 
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To prove the second statement of Theorem 2.4, assume that M-’ is 
densely domain-decomposable with respect to P, and let S = Range P. Then 
Null P = (Dom M-l)C n Null P and thus 
Y=S/[(Dom M-l)CflNullP]. (2.4) 
Since P(Dom M-‘) = Null M-’ and S = Range P is closed, (Null M-l)C C S. 
Assume Dom M -’ is dense. Then using (2.4), we obtain 
Y = S i Null P = (Null M- ‘)’ i Null P. 
Take any XES, and write 1c = rl + rs, where xl ~(Null M-l)C, x,~Null P. 
Then 0 = (I - P)x = (I - P)x, + (I - P)r, = x2. Thus x~(Nul1 M-l)‘and 
so S c (Null M- ) . ’ ’ This shows that S = (Null M-‘)C. Conversely, assume 
that Range P = (Null M-l)‘. Using (2.2), it then follows that 
(Dom M-‘)C = (Null M-l)’ 4 [ (Dom M-l)’ fl Null P] = Y. n 
We now recall a notion of orthogonality in a normed linear space. This is 
an extension of the concept of orthogonality in an inner-product space. Let 
(Z, I] * 11) be a normed linear space. For x, y in Z, we say that x is orthogonal 
to y if ]I r - Xy]] 2 ]I x]] for all scalars X. The vector x is orthogonal to a 
subspace L C Z if and only if I) x - u]] > I] x I] for every u E L, i.e., if the 
origin is the closest point in L to x. Also, x orthogonal to y means that x is 
orthogonal to the linear span of y. For subspaces S, L of Z, we say that S is 
orthogonal to L, written S I L, if each SE S is orthogonal to L. It follows 
easily that if Z is an inner-product space, then orthogonality in this sense 
coincides with the usual notion. Orthogonality in a normed space is not 
symmetric in general. For example in (W2, I] - 11 ) with ]I( r, y))] 1 = ] x ] + 
] y 1, the point (0,l) is orthogonal to (1, l), but not conversely. 
The following proposition is given in [23]. Since it plays a crucial role in 
this paper, we give a proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let S be a topologically complemented subspace of a 
Banach space X. Let 8, := {PE~(X, X): P2 = P and RangeP= S}. Let 
PO E 8,. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) ]]I-PaJ(=inf{)jZ-P]]:P~9s}and ]]I-Po]]=l. 
(ii) Null PO I Range PO. 
(iii) ForeachxEX, llx-Pox(I =inf{]]r-u]]:u~S}. 
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Proof. We note that ]I I - PO ]] > 1, since PO is a projector. Suppose (i) 
holds, and let y ~Null PO, z E Range Po. Then ]] y]] = ]](Z - PO)( y - a)]] ,< 
]I y - z ]I. Thus (i) implies (ii). Now suppose (ii) holds, and let x E X, z E 
Range Pa. Then I] ;r - z I] = ]](Z - P,)x - Pa(z - x)]] 2 inf{ I]( I - Pa)x - 
w ]I : w E Range PO} = ]] x - Po r ]I, since (I - Pa) x E Null Pa. Thus (ii) implies 
(iii). Finally, assume (iii) holds and let x E X. Then x = y + z, where y = PO r 
and z = (Z - P,)r~Null PO. Thus IIT]] = ]].z - (-y)]] > ]]z - P,,z)) = IIzII 
= ll(Z - Po)xll; so [)I - Poll < 1. H ence 1) Z - PO II = 1. Thus (iii) implies (i). 
n 
Suppose S is a closed linear subspace of a Banach space Z which has a 
topological complement T. Let P be the continuous projector of 2 onto S 
along T, and so S = Range P and T = Null P. The norm of P is a measure of 
the “quality” of complementation: the larger ]I PI), the “worse” the comple- 
mentation. It is always true that ]I P II > 1. We say that T is orthogonal to S if 
]I Z - PJI = 1; in this case we say that T is orthogonally complemented by S. 
When ]I Z - P II = 1, it is not always true that ]I P II = 1. Therefore, if Null P is 
orthogonally complemented by Range P, it is not necessarily true that Range P 
is orthogonally complemented by Null P. We also remark that orthogonal 
complements are not always unique. But they are unique in Hilbert spaces. 
The assumption ]I Z - P II = 1 is too strong for a Banach space which is not 
equivalent to a Hilbert space. However, it is satisfied for some specific 
subspaces arising in approximation theory, in the space of continuous func- 
tions, and in other spaces (see, e.g., [5, 19, 241). 
3. THE NORM OF A LINEAR RELATION AND THE NORMS OF ITS 
OPERATOR PARTS 
Let M C X x Y be a linear relation, where X and Y are normed linear 
spaces. The norm of M, denoted I] M 11, is defined by 
IIMII :=sup{inf(IIyll:y~M(x)}:x~DomM, ]]z]] <I}. (3.1) 
In this section we investigate relationships between I] M 11 and the norms of 
operator parts R of M. In particular we give sufficient conditions under which 
the i&mum of the norms of operator parts of M is attained. 
We shall call a linear relation normed if its norm is finite. If L and M are 
normed linear relations, we have I] L + M 11 < II L II + 11 M II. For the composi- 
tion of two normed linear relations, we have ]I ST I] Q ]I S I] ]I T I]. Clearly ]I M II 
> 0, II AM II = ) h( 11 M II for any scalar, and dist(0, M(x)) < 1) M 1) )I XI I for any 
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x E Dom M. It is convenient to denote ]] M(x) 11 := dist(O, M(x)). It is easy to 
show that (1 M 11 = 0 if and only if M(x) C [ M(0)IC for all x E Dom M. For any 
linear relation M, )I M-11 = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M c X x Y be a linear relation, and let d+(M) 
denote the set of algebraic operator parts of M. Then: 
(i) For each x E Dom M, II M(x) 11 = inf{ (1 R(x) I] : R E&(M)}. 
(ii) jIM(I <~~~{]]R]]:RE-+(M)}. 
(iii) ]I M II = sup max I (R(x), Y*) I. 
xeDom A4 y*~M(o) L 
Ilrll$l 11 y*1191 
Proof. (i): Let r E Dom M, and B(X) := { R( XX) : R E J+(M)}. We will 
prove that M(x) = B(r). Th is will then imply (i). Let R E& j(M). Then 
M(x) = R(r) 4 M(0). Thus it is clear that B(x) C M(x). Now let R. := [Gr( I 
- P,)]M, where PO is an algebraic projector of Y onto M(0). Then by 
Corollary 2.3, R, is an algebraic selection of M. By Theorem 2.9 of [17], we 
know that B(X) is the set of all R,(x) - AP( x, R,(x)) where A, : M + M(0) is 
a linear operator such that A,(O, y) = 0 for all y E M(O). Take any k E M(0). 
Let A: Dom M + M(0) be a linear operator such that A( X) = k. Define 
A,:M-rM(0)byAz(x,y) :=A(x)f or all (x, y) EM. Then A,(O, y) = 0 for 
all y E M(0). Hence R,(x) + k = R,(x) + A,( x, R,(x)) E B(X). Thus 
(R(r): RE&(M)} = M(x). 
(ii): Using part (i), we have 
II M II = sup dist(R(x),M(O)) -G sup IIR(x)II = JIRII, 
hlb~ lM M; lM 
andhence IIMJI <~~~{]]R]]:RE&(M)}. 
(iii): We apply the duality theorem (see Theorem B of Section 5) to 
IJMII = sup{dist(R(x), M(0)): xEDom M, I(xJ( < l}. n 
We have 
In general, inf{ ]I R II : R ES+(M)} is not attained. See Examples 3.2 and 
3.5 below. We will give sufficient conditions under which this infimum is 
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attained and is equal to (1 M 1) and, as a corollary, 
We first consider simple examples which exhibit certain aspects of normed 
linear relations and the norms of their operator parts. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let R C X x Y be a nonzero single-valued linear opera- 
tor, and let S be a subspace of Y such that Range R C S. Let M := R -k ((0) 
x S). Then since Null M = Dom M = Dom R, it follows that M is topologi- 
tally domain-decomposable with respect to the identity operator as the projec- 
tor. We see easily that R is an algebraic operator part of M, and 0 = 11 M 11 < 
II R II . 
EXAMPLE 3.2. As in Example 2.1, let T be a discontinuous linear func- 
tional on a Banach space X, and let M be the graph inverse of T, so 
M C R x X and (r, x) EM if and only if TX = r. Let R be any algebraic 
selection of M. Then 
IIMII = ,;yzl x&Fr, II XII = ,;;~y~ dist(R(r), M(O)) = 0, 
since M(0) = Null T is dense in X. For some x0 E X with I’( x0) = 1, R(r) = 
r.rO for all r E I& and so 1) R 1) = II x0 II. N owinf{I)RII: Red+(M)} = 0 = IIMII, 
but there is no algebraic selection whose norm is zero. For each c > 0, there 
is an algebraic selection R, whose norm equals c. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let X, Y be normed linear spaces, and consider the linear 
relation M := X x Y, so )I MI) = 0. In this case R, := {(x,0): XEX} is an 
algebraic selection of M, and II M II = 11 R, II = 0. Moreover, for every CY > 0 
there exists an algebraic selection of M such that )I Rail = a. In particular, if 
M = El x W, then M, = {(O,b):bc~R}, and for every m E W, the relation R, 
defined by R,(x) = mx for all XE W is an algebraic selection of M. As 
m -+ 00, the graph of R, approaches (in the two-dimensional projective space) 
the graph of M,, but II R,JI -+ 00 while II M-11 = 0. The notion of a gap 
between two subspaces is an appropriate notion for the perturbation theory of 
linear relations. The gap between the graph of R, and the graph of M, tends 
tozeroas rn+-. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let K be a compact linear operator on a Hilbert space H 
into H, and assume that the range of K is infinite-dimensional. This implies 
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that the range of K is nonclosed. Let M be the graph inverse of K. Let 
S :={x:x~RangeK, )[I)( <l}.Then 
ll”Il= su; r~~~~,llYII= supinf{I)y(I:Ky=x}. 
ES 
Now the minimal-norm solution of Ky = x, for a given x E Range K, exists and 
is unique; moreover it is given by y = K * x, where K # is any linear operator 
that satisfies the conditions (1) KK *K = K (2) K *K is the orthogonal 
projector of H onto (Null K)l . Such a K # is called an inner inverse of K 
with the minimal-norm solution property (see [23, 191 for the opeator theory of 
generalized inverses). Thus 1) M 11 = SUP,,~IJ K #x 11 = )I K * (I. But since K is 
compact with nonclosed range, any K # with KK #K = K must be un- 
bounded. For, suppose K * is bounded. Then KK # is compact. But the 
restriction of KK * to Range K is the identity operator, which is not compact, 
since Range K is infinite-dimensional. Thus K * must be unbounded. On the 
other hand, every algebraic operator part R of M is unbounded. This follows 
from the fact that RM is a projector (see [17]), and the same reasoning as in 
the preceding paragraph can be applied. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M be a linear relation in X x Y, where X and Y are 
Banach spaces. Assume that M-’ is topologically domain-decomposable with 
respect to a continuous projection P with II 1 - P I) = 1. Let R be any algebraic 
operator part of M. Then 
(9 II M II = IllI - PERIL and 
(ii) IIMII = IIP(Z - P)IMll. 
Proof. Let R be an arbitrary algebraic operator part of M, so M(x) = 
M(0) i R(x) for all r E Dom M. Let P be as in the theorem. Then by 
Proposition 2.5, II R(x) - PR( x) II = dist( R( x), Range P). Now since PR( x) E 
M(O), we obtain dist(O, M(x)) = dist( R( x). M(0)) = II( I - P)R( x) II. Conse- 
quently, )I M (I = II( 1 - P)RII. This proves (i). 
Let R, := [Gr( Z - P)] M. Then since M- ’ is also algebraically domain-de- 
composable with respect to P, by Theorem 2.2 we have that R, is an 
algebraic operator part of M. Hence by part (i), )I M II = IIGr( I - P)R, II = 
(1 R, 11, as (I - P)’ = 1 - P. n 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X be a Banach space and let H be a Hilbert space. 
Let M C X x H be a linear relation. Assume that M- ’ is domain-decomposable 
with respect to an orthogonal projector P on H. Then 
II M II = [I[ Gr( I- P)] M 11. (3.3) 
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In particular, $ M(0) is closed, then M- ’ is domain-decomposable with respect 
to the orthogonal projector P of H onto M(O), and (3.3) holds. 
REMARK 3.1. In the above theorem and corollary M may be replaced by 
the graph inverse M- ’ of M. In th’ 1s case M(0) should be replaced by Null M. 
REMARK 3.2. For any linear relation M, 11 R/I > 11 M II for every operator 
part R of M. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, inf ( 11 R 1) : R E &e(M)} 
is attained by any operator part of the form (I - P) R,, where R, is an 
arbitrary algebraic part of M. In particular, the i&mum is attained at R, := 
[Gr(Z - P)]M. 
We next give an example for which assertion (ii) of Theorem 3.2 is not 
valid unless II Z - P II = 1. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let II * 11 I, 11 * II 2 be the norms on W2 defined by II( X, y) II 1 
= I xl + l yl, ll(r, y)llz = (I xl + I yl)1’2 for (r, v)EW2. Let 
M := {(~,(a, SC - a)): x,a~R}. 
Then M is a linear relation in W x lB2. For any m E II& m # - 1, let S, := 
{(a, ma) : a E W}, and let S, := ((0, 1~) : x E W}. Then the set of all algebraic 
projectors P of R2 onto M(0) consists of P, (m # - 1) and P,, where 
p,( x, Y) = Z(1, - l,), P_(x, y) = X(1> - 1) 
for all (x, y) E R2. Thus if we let 
% := [Gr( I - pm)] M, R, := [Gr( Z - P,)] M, 
then for all x E W, 
Clearly P, is an orthogonal projection of W2 in the Euclidean norm 11 * 11 2
if and only if m = 1. Since R, and R, are continuous, they are also 
topological operator parts of M with respect to each of the norms II * II I, 1) * 1) 2. 
Let 11 M )I 2 denote the norm of M with respect to the Euclidean norm 11 * 11 2
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of R~, and I] MI] r the norm of M with respect to I( * (I 1. We find easily that 
1 
II M II z = z 7 IIMII, = 1; IIR,,,(x)II~ = ~~~;~ I XI forall XEW; 
l+ lml 1 
1~IIRmlI,= Im+ll; II RI II 2 = x ; 
1+ Iml 
III-PnlII1= Im+l(; and (IR,]], = I, IIZ - P=]lr = I. 
It then follows that I] Z - P,]] i = 1 if and only if I] R,,,ll 1 = 1, or equivalently 
m > 0. Therefore (ii) of Theorem 3.2 holds only when I) Z - P,II 1 = 1. On the 
other hand, if m<O, m+ -1, then III-P,]],>1 and so IJMII,<II 
Fr( 1 - Pm)1 M II 1. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let C[O, l] be the space of continuous real-valued functions 
on [0, l] equipped with the norm ]I x I] oD = max{ I r(t) I : 0 < t < 1). Let T be 
the functional on C[O, l] defined by 
T(x):= /l’zX(t) dt - [;2x(t) dt. 
0 
Let M be the graph inverse of T, i.e. (r, y) E M if and only if T( y) = r. It 
follows easily that 1) T )I = 1. Also, since inf{ )I z I] Q) : z E M(r)} = ) r 1, )I M )I = 
1. The set {x~C[0,1]:T(r) = 1) is a closed convex subset of C[O, l] but it 
contains no element of minimal norm. Moreover, R is an algebraic selection of 
M if and only if for some x0 E CIO, l] with T( x0) = 1 we have R(r) = rxo for 
all r E LB. Thus for any algebraic selection R of M as above, (1 RI1 = II x0 II_. 
Hence, 
inf{]]R]I:RE&(M)} =inf{Ilxll,:x~C[O,l],T(x) = 1) 
= 1 = I] MI1 = IITII. 
The i&mum is not attained, so )I M 1) < ]I RI1 for any algebraic operator part. 
In this example there is no continuous projector P on C[O, l] with 
P(Dom M-') = M(0) such that (1 Z - P 1) = 1. This follows from the facts that 
Null T = M(0) and Null T contains no element of minimal norm. 
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4. A CLOSED-GRAPH THEOREM AND A GENERALIZED 
OPEN-MAPPING PRINCIPLE FOR LINEAR RELATIONS 
Robinson [26] and Ursescu [30] have independently characterized those 
set-valued mappings with closed convex graphs for which the closed-graph 
theorem for continuous linear operators can be extended. These mappings are 
lower semicontinuous on the interior of their domain. This result yields 
immediately a characterization of those linear relations with closed graphs for 
which the closed-graph theorem can be extended. However, this characteriza- 
tion is strictly topological. In this section we obtain a characterization in terms 
of the norm of the linear relation. We also prove a generalized open-mapping 
theorem for multivalued linear mappings in terms of topological linear selec- 
tions. Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, X, Y are Banach 
spaces and H is a Hilbert space. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Closed-graph theorem). Let M C X x H be a linear relu- 
tion. Assume that Dom M is closed in X, and M(0) is closed in H. Let P be the 
orthogonal projection of H onto M(0). Then the following statements are equiva- 
lent: 
(i) M is closed. 
(ii) ]] M )I C 03. 
(iii) ]I[Gr( Z - P)] M II < 00. 
(iv) [Gr( Z - P)] M is closed. 
Proof. Let R := [Gr( Z - P)] M. Then R is an algebraic operator part of 
M, and by Corollary 3.3, ]I M II = II RII. Thus (ii) o (iii). Since Dom M is 
closed, by the closed-graph theorem for a single-valued operator (see, e.g., 
[29]) we have (iii) es (iv). 
Assume (i). Define p : M + M, by P( x, h) := (0, P(h)). Then Null p = R 
by Theorem 2.5 of [17]. Thus, since M is closed and p is continuous, R is 
closed, and so, by the closed-graph theorem, ]I R II < + 43. Hence (i) * (ii). 
Assume (ii). Then, since (ii) es (iii), I] RI1 < 00. Let {(a,, b,)}yzf= be a 
sequence in M converging to (a, b) as n --* 00. Since R is an algebraic 
operator part of M, b, = R(a,) + 9” for some 9, E M(0). Since R is continu- 
ous and M(0) is closed, { 9n}T==1 converges to 9 E M(0). Since Dom M is 
closed, a E Dom M. Letting n + 00, we see that b = R(a) + 9. Thus (a, b) E M 
and so M is closed. Hence (ii) * (i). n 
REMARK 4.1. In Theorem 4.1, the condition that M(0) is closed is 
necessary to infer that if I] M II < a, then M is closed. For example, let 
M = (0) x S, where S is a nonclosed linear subspace of a Banach space. Then 
I( M )I = 0, yet M is nonclosed. 
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REMARK 4.2. The above theorem remains valid if H is replaced by a 
Banach space Y and P is required to be a continuous projector of Y onto 
M(0) such that (11 - P 11 = 1. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Generalized open-mapping and invariance principle). Let 
M c X x H be a closed linear relation. Then the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(9 II M II < a. 
(ii) Some topological operator part of M is continuous. 
(iii) Every topological operator part of M is continuous. 
(iv) Dom M i.s closed. 
Proof. Since M is closed, M(0) is a closed subspace of H. Let PO be the 
orthogonal projector of H onto M(O), and let R, := [Gr( I - P,)] M. Then by 
Corollary 3.3, 11 M 11 = )I R,)l. Thus (i) implies (ii). Now since R, is closed and 
is the graph of a (single-valued) linear operator, it follows from the closed-graph 
theorem that Dom M = Dom R, is closed if and only if I( Roll < 00. Thus (i) 
and (iv) are equivalent. Clearly (iii) implies (ii). 
Assume (ii), and let Rr be a continuous topological operator part of M. 
Then R, = Null P for some continuous projector P on M onto (0) X M(0). 
Thus R, is closed. Thus its extension by continuity coincides with its exten- 
sion by closure. Hence, Dom R, = Dom M is closed. Consequently, any 
topological operator part R of M is continuous, as R is closed and Dom R 
= Dom M is closed. Thus (ii) implies (iii) and (iv). 
Now assume (iv), and let R be any topological operator part of M. Then 
since R is closed and Dom M = Dom R is closed, R is continuous. Thus (iv) 
implies (iii). n 
REMARK 4.3. Theorem 4.2 remains valid if H is replaced by a Banach 
space Y provided there exists a continuous projector P on Y such that 
Range P = M(0) and 11 I - PII = 1. Th e existence of such a projector is 
assumed in order to guarantee that (i) implies (ii). But for any closed linear 
relation M C X x Y, where X and Y are Banach spaces, it is always true that 
(ii), (iii), and (’ ) IV are equivalent and that either of (ii) or (iii) implies (i). 
5. THE NORM OF THE ADJOINT OF A LINEAR RELATION 
For any bounded linear operator T : X + Y, where X and Y are Banach 
spaces, one has 11 T )I = I( T* 11, where T is the adjoint of T and Dom T = X 
(see [29, IS]). We prove that a similar result holds for the adjoint of an 
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arbitrary closed linear relation in Banach space, without any restriction on the 
domain of the relation. 
First we need the following definitions. Let M, M+ be linear relations in 
X x Y and Y * X X*, respectively. Then 
l(M+):= {(y,r)~YXX:(y,y*)+(x,r*)=Oforall(y*,x*)~M+), 
*M+ := {(.,y).XxY:(y,-+*(M+)). 
Thus *M+ and J. (M+) are w*-closed. Moreover, *M+ can be identified as a 
multivalued linear operator as follows: r E Dom *(M+) if and only if x E X and 
there exists y E Y such that 
(X> x*) = (y. y*) for all x* E Dom M+, y*~M+(x*); 
*(M’)(x) = {y~Y:(x, x*) = (y, y*)forall x*EM+, y*~M+(x*)} 
We denote the w*-closure of M+ by “(M+). 
In the following theorem we summarize some fundamental connections 
among subspaces associated with M, M+, and M*, which are needed in 
Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.2. 
THEOREM A. Let M be a linear relation in X x Y, and let Mf be a linear 
relation in Y * x X *. Then: 
(i) *(M*) = MC = I(Ml), [*(M’)]* = ‘(M+) = [I(M+ 
(ii) (Range M) I = Null M*, 1 (Null M*) = (Range M)C, (Dom M)’ = 
M*(O), 1 [M*(O)] = (Dom M)“. 
(iii) L (Range M+) = Null *M+, (Null *M+)’ = ‘(Range M+), 1 (Dom M+) 
= (*M+)(O), [(*M+)(O)] * = ‘(Dam M+). 
(iv) ‘(Range M*) = Null MC, (Null MC)* = “(Range M*), 1 (Dom &f*) = 
(M”)(O), (M*(O)) 1 = “(Dom M*). 
(v) (Dom M)” = (Dom MC)‘, (Dom M)’ = (Dom 'M)' . 
(vi) ‘(Dam M+) = ‘(Dam “( M+)). 
Proof. See [6]. n 
We also need the following two duality theorems, which are geometric 
forms of the Hahn-Banach theorem (see [18, 241). 
THEOREM B. Let S be a vector subspace of a normed linear space X, and 
let x be a given element of X. Then 
inf{]]x-s]]:sES} =max{)(x,x*)(:x*ES’,IIx*IJ~l}, 
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where the maximum is achieved at some x(; E S 1 . Here S 1 is the annihilator of 
S,i.e., S’= {x*EX*:(x,x*)=O foraZlxES}. 
THEOREM C. Let S be a vector subspace of a normed linear space X, and 
let x* EX*. Then 
mini 1) x* - s*)l:s*ES*) = sup{l(x,x*)l: xES, IIXII < l}, 
where the minimum is achieved for some s* E S 1 . 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let M be a closed linear relation X x Y, and x E X. 
Then 
dist( x, *(Dam M*)) = ,,:;zl 1(x, x*)1 = SUP I(X> x*) I 
r*eC(Dom M*) &;;~~* 
where the maximum is achieved for some x0* l C(Dom M*). 
Proof. Let S = 1 (Dom M*). Then by part (iv) of Theorem A, S * 
= ‘(Dam M*). Thus the first equality follows from Theorem B. The second 
equality is immediate. n 
With these preliminaries, we are now in a position to prove the main result 
of this section. 
THEOREM 5.2. For any linear relation M C X x Y where X, Y are (real or 
complex) normed linear spaces, we have )I M )I 2 I( M * (I. The equality holds if M 
is closed. 
Proof. First we prove that II M*(l Q )I M 11. Take any r E Dom M and 
y*EDom M*. Then 
(y, Y*) = (r, r*) forall yam, r*cM*( y*). (5.1) 
Thus for (x, y) EM and ( y*, x*) EM* we have 
I(x7r*)IG (inf{ll~ll: ~~M(x)})ll~*ll. (5.2) 
Let y* E Dom M* be given. Then for x* E M( y*) we have 
s=VM I(r, 4 G s;zM II ~*IlI[M(x)ll = II y*ll IIMII. (5.3) 
II x II Q 1 llxll91 
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By the duality theorem (Theorem C) we have for x* E M( y*) 
xE;;M 1(x, x*)1 = dist( r*,(Dom M)'). 
IlXllGl 
(5.4) 
Now (Dom M)l= M*(O). Thus, for X* E M( y*), we obtain 
dist( x*, (Dom M)*) = dist( x*, M*(O)). F-5) 
But 
Finally using (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6), it follows from (5.3) that 
1) M*( Y*) 1) Q II M It II Y*II for all y*EDom M*, 
and so 
II M*ll G II M Il. 
Assume now that M is closed. We will show that I( M (( < II M * (1. Take any 
r E Dom M and y* E Dom M*. Then using (5.1), I ( y, y*) ( < 11 x II 1) x* II for 
all x* E M*( y*). Hence, 
\(Yp Y*)( G ~lrlI~(M*(~*)(( forah yam, y*EDom M*, (5.7) 
where II M*( y*) 1) := inf ( 1) p*)j : p* E M*( y*)}. It follows from (5.7) that 
sup I( Y > Y*) 1 Q sup lbll~~M*( Y*))) Q Ilxll IIM*ll. (5.3) 
II Y*ll Gl II Y*ll G1 
y*EDom M* y*eDom M* 
By Proposition 5.1, 
suP{((y, y*)(: (( y*l( 6 I, y*EDom M*] = dist( y,’ (Dom M*)). (5.9) 
Since M is closed, L (Dom M*) = dist( y, L (Dom M”)) = dist( y, M(6)). Now 
for (r, y) EM, we have 
dist( y, M(O)) = 11 M(x) I). (5.10) 
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Thus using (5.9) and (5.10), it follows from (5.8) that 
IIM(x)I( < (]M*(] (Ix]] forall xEDom M. 
Therefore, ]I M II < )I M* )I. 
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REMARK 5.1. In the above theorem, if M is not closed, then it is not 
necessarily true that I] M II = )I M* II even for a single-valued operator. For 
example, let T be the graph of a nonclosed linear complex functional defined 
on X (equivalently, T is an everywhere defined unbounded linear functional). 
Then ]]I’]( = 00. Now TC cannot be single-valued. Consequently Dom I’* 
cannot be dense in the complex plane, and so Dom T* = { 0). Thus )I T*]] = 0. 
REMARK 5.2. Even if M is not closed, it is still possible that ]I M ]I = 
I] M* )I. For example, let T = { ( x, x) : II E 9) where 9 is a nonclosed subspace 
of X. Then T is nonclosed, and it is easy to show that ]I T* ]I = (I T” ]I = (1 T I( = 
1. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We highlight some of the differences between properties of linear relations 
on the one hand, and properties of linear operators and convex processes on 
the other hand. If X and Y are (real or complex) vector spaces, a convex 
process I from X into Y is a mapping of points in X into subsets of Y, whose 
graph is a convex cone in X x Y containing the origin. If X, Y are normed 
spaces and the graph of x is also closed, then we say that z is a closed 
convex process. Clearly, any linear operator (considered as a point-to-set 
mapping) is a convex process, so is any linear relation, but not vice versa. 
6.1 
Any linear operator between finite-dimensional normed linear spaces has a 
finite norm; this is true also for a linear relation. But this is not true for convex 
processes. We mention the following exmaple, due to Robinson [25], which 
will be used to illustrate several points. Let 2 be a convex process from 
[0, 00) into W2 defined by 
x(x):= {(YJw $zxandO$z} for ~20, 
b for x<O, 
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where fi is the empty set. It is readily verified that this is a closed convex 
process with norm zero. However, the inverse process denoted by T- ’ is 
given by 
{xlxz > y”> for z > Oand any y, 
T-‘( Y> z) = [o, m) for z = 0, y = 0, 
b otherwise. 
Since T-‘(1, l/n) = { x : x 2 n), it is clear that the norm of T-’ must be 
+m. 
6.2 
The following generalized open-mapping principle holds for convex pro- 
cesses [25; Theorem 21: Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and let Z be a closed 
convex process in X x Y. If the range of x is Y, then the image under I of 
any open set in X is an open set in Y. Robinson [25, Theorem l] also proved 
that a convex process % has a finite norm if and only if K’ is open at zero. 
Combining these two results, Robinson obtained the following 
THEOREM 6.1 (Generalized closed-graph theorem for convex processes). 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and let Z be a closed convex process from X 
into Y. lf Dom x= X, then Z has a finite norm. 
The converse of Theorem 6.1 is false. Indeed, even if Dom X= X, the 
assumption 11 J? 11 < 00 does not imply that the graph of y is closed. Coun- 
terexample: The convex process from R into R2 given by %!‘x := {( y, z) : y > 
0, z > 0) U (0,O) for all x E W has norm equal to zero, but the graph of f is 
not closed. For linear relations, the converse is true under a mild assumption: 
If Dom M is closed, 11 M II < 00, and M(0) is closed, then M is closed (see 
Theorem 4.1). It would be of interest to determine conditions which, in 
addition to 1) X 11 < 00, would validate the converse of Theorem 6.1. 
6.3 
The study of linear relations is facilitated by the existence of algebraic 
operator parts (single-valued linear selections). Moreover, when topological 
and proximinal operator parts exist, they provide a richer structure and useful 
tools. These notions of operator parts, together with adjoint relations, make it 
possible to obtain information about linear relations which do not necessarily 
hold for convex processes. 
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6.4 
A closed linear relation in a Hilbert space whose domain is closed must 
have a finite norm (cf. Theorem 4.2). This is not true for closed convex 
processes, even in finite-dimensional spaces. For example, consider the pro- 
cess T-’ in the example of Section 6.1. 
6.5 
Linear relations and convex processes M share the property that the 
finiteness of 11 M 11 does not imply that every algebraic operator part (or 
single-valued selection in the case of a convex process) has a finite norm. Also, 
there exists a linear relation M such that for any number c > (1 M 11, there is an 
operator part of M whose norm equals c (see Example 3.3). 
6.6 
The norm of any algebraic operator part of a linear relation M cannot 
exceed the norm of M. Moreover, we have obtained conditions under which 
the i&mum of the norms of the operator parts of M is attained. We do not 
know of any result along these lines for continuous selections of a multivalued 
nonlinear mapping or for selections of an arbitrary convex process. 
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